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If you enjoy furnishing your home with beautiful handmade furniture, this is the app for you! From
the creators of American Miniaturist, Dollhouse Miniatures, and Dollshouse.TV comes stunning
pieces by professional artists as well as do-it-yourself projects to help you create furniture in any
style.Use the projects included for building a basic stool, coffee table, or chair and expand on
those techniques by adding ornate pieces or creating more complex designs. If you already own
furniture but want to brighten it or modernize it, you can learn how to reupholster cushions or
refine a bookshelf. Be inspired by the work of artists who sell mini chairs, sofas, beds, and desks
for a living, and incorporate hints of their style into pieces you plan to make. Then you can rest
easy knowing that your furniture is just as beautiful as the rest of your home!

From Library JournalPolymer clay figures used as characters in cartoon films are familiar to us.
Because the clay is so easily worked, it is not difficult to make one's own figures to use in doll
houses or other miniature settings. Carlson's manual includes general information on supplies
and techniques as well as step-by-step projects for a variety of representative figures from a
wide range of age groups. The color illustrations showing work in progress as well as finished
figures are excellent, and the often humorous clothed characters are portrayed doing many
activities.Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.From BooklistFor close to a decade
now, crafters of many ages have been enjoying the fruits of polymer clays (aka Fimo, Sculpey,
and by other brand names) as easy-to-fashion materials for jewelry. Self-taught artisan Carlson
raises the bar and concocts 21 personable creatures few will be able to resist. Even better are
the marvelously detailed instructions, from the formation of hands, feet, and faces, to solving 21
common problems, such as crumbly clay and (horrors!) breakage. Though needed amounts of
material and finished sizes are not included in the directions, very little is omitted in transforming
a once humble material into very realistic beings: included are color photographs, clothing
templates, explicit instructions about equipment and basic techniques, and other tips (e.g.,
prebake the eyeballs). Something from the oven that shows a professional artist at work. Barbara
Jacobs
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Chapter OneThe Lady in SpainBy Deb WeisslerSpanish interior design shares a common
thread with its Mediterranean neighbors, with whom it has shared architecture and
craftsmanship for centuries. Spanish furniture shares design elements with French Country,
Tuscan, and Moroccan styles; warm wood, rich colors, and elements of stone, leather, and
wrought iron typify the region. No miniature artist has captured the looks of this international
potpourri better than Spanish artist Desirée Lafuente.Desirée’s furniture appeals to a vast range
of collectors. One look at her online catalogue and you’ll spot an array of national styles: comfy,
cushioned English-style armchairs; Caribbean rattan; Danish modern; silk French settees;
American and European art deco; European Colonial; and sleek mid-century modern. Rich
woods, wrought iron, etched glass, skins, and lush fabrics are used to create a variety of
furnishings that look straight off showroom floors from eras past and present. Her self-taught
techniques lend her creations realism and a finish that’s difficult to duplicate in 1:12 scale, and
yet she manages to pull it all together with true panache.Born in Logroño, Spain, Desirée was
always attracted to the world of art but, with little opportunity in the region for a career in art, she
settled for degrees in business administration and computer science. Through the years she
lived two lives, working during the day at administrative tasks, and in the evenings escaping into
the world of art. “I took classes in drawing, painting, fashion design, industrial and graphic arts,
jewelry making, and mosaics.” Later she practiced her skills designing scenes and costumes for
local theatre companies and, for a time, even marketing a line of clothing she designed, made,
and sold on consignment in haute couture boutiques.But it was while researching mosaics in a
local bookstore that Desirée discovered her calling. “In one of the bookcases a magazine called
to me. It was Miniaturas, the Spanish miniature magazine. I stared at it and knew that I had finally
found what I had been looking for all my life.” Here was an artistic expression that spoke to her,
filling her with such excitement that she rushed home to her studio and set to work.Her first
attempt was a pair of 1:12-scale natural skin shoes, the results far from pleasing but
nevertheless inspiring Desirée to persevere. Studying the work of other miniature artists, poring
through interior design books and magazines, and studying furniture history, she assembled and
disassembled the pieces she made as she perfected her techniques. While undergoing this
intense self-education she used her business skills to study the market. In order to have a full-
time career as a miniature artist, she would need to specialize in a field not already dominated
by others.“I observed that there was not a great supply of sofas and armchairs so I decided this
would be my area of expertise,” Desirée explains. For more than two years she dedicated her
free hours to the study of the design, construction, and upholstery of fine furniture. She practiced
dozens of different upholstering techniques until she had mastered ultimate realism in look, feel,
and scale. When she was ready to launch her line of miniature furniture, collectors and retailers
embraced her work enthusiastically and Desirée left the corporate world behind. Now, in her well-
lit workshop lined with shelves, boxes, and drawers filled with an infinite supply of materials,



Desirée often spends 8–10 hours a day creating pieces to stock her online catalogue or crafting
custom furniture for a growing list of clientele. Her workshop is filled with power and manual tools
both full size and mini. A 20-minute walk from her apartment in Logroño, Desirée’s 172-square-
foot studio is located in a building owned by her family. Like all woodworking shops, it’s filled with
the essence of fresh-cut lumber. “Normally I use pine wood to construct the frames of my sofas
and armchairs, with primarily cherry wood for the visible elements. For leather upholstery I use
the skins of lamb or kid that I work until they are thin and fine. Upholstery fabrics are cotton, silk,
or any fine weave that adjusts to the scale and piece I am making.” Rarely does she spend less
than 40–50 hours on a single item.In the beginning she enjoyed leisure hours creating
miniatures she had seen in magazines, books, and on the Internet and placing them in custom
room boxes she calls “atmospheres.” In 1999 she created a miniature Spanish writing desk
(circa 1900) of mahogany with glass doors engraved by hand with a diamond stylus and with
silver knobs and silver ironwork. Pleased with the result, Desirée built a library room box filled
with warm colors, rich leather, and wood that invite a mini reader to sit awhile in the cozy corner,
sunlight streaming through the window overlooking the garden. Other atmospheres followed: a
Mediterranean boudoir, a Riviera Salon, and a high-end interior design shop featuring Desirée’s
own hand-crafted items. For a client commission, she crafted a reproduction of his law office; for
another, a child’s nursery. From design to construction, electrification, needlepoint carpets,
furniture, artwork, books, and accessories—Desirée did it all.But atmospheres were time-
consuming and, as orders for her sofas, armchairs, and other pieces mounted, Desirée no
longer had the luxury to create her own scenes, concentrating instead on commissions from
others. Desirée loves the challenge of a custom piece based upon a particular style, era, or
photograph. With meticulous attention to detail, her pieces authentically reflect the styles of their
respective periods and countries of origin. Her clients span the globe: the US, UK, France,
Spain, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, and the Middle East. One recent commission, an
elaborate 1:12-scale silk and wood divan trimmed in tassels, was fashioned after one a client
saw featured in a photo with 1920s movie star Rudolf Valentino. The banquette epitomizes the
opulence of the Roaring Twenties. More recent work includes miniature reproductions of Roche
Bobois, a Paris-based furniture studio specializing in an amalgam of European modern and
French Country. Desirée is also upholstering a series of pieces using exaggerated fabrics
designed by Spanish artisan Carmen López in Chinoiseries that reflects an Oriental theme
through use of elaborate decoration and intricate patterns. Her latest tables combine wrought
iron, marble, and leather to create stunning masterpieces. There’s also a part of Desirée that’s a
walk on the wild side! Her Artist pieces, inspired by nature, the animal world, and the work of
Paris full-scale furniture designer Michel Haillard, are imaginative contrivances of fur, skins, and
horns. An example of African tribal thrones, “they represent fake ethnology and an imaginary
tribal universe.” These pieces are visually startling after so much sophistication. In November
2007 Desirée exhibited her work for the first time at Tom Bishop’s Madrid, Spain Dolls House
Miniature Fair, and the response from shoppers was overwhelming. As news of her work grew,



she received additional invitations to miniature shows around the world. With a backlog of
commissions, Desirée has become one of Spain’s preeminent miniature artists. So take a walk
through her online showroom and marvel at her versatility and creative genius. Like me, your
biggest problem will be deciding which piece to buy!Chapter OneThe Lady in SpainBy Deb
WeisslerSpanish interior design shares a common thread with its Mediterranean neighbors, with
whom it has shared architecture and craftsmanship for centuries. Spanish furniture shares
design elements with French Country, Tuscan, and Moroccan styles; warm wood, rich colors,
and elements of stone, leather, and wrought iron typify the region. No miniature artist has
captured the looks of this international potpourri better than Spanish artist Desirée
Lafuente.Desirée’s furniture appeals to a vast range of collectors. One look at her online
catalogue and you’ll spot an array of national styles: comfy, cushioned English-style armchairs;
Caribbean rattan; Danish modern; silk French settees; American and European art deco;
European Colonial; and sleek mid-century modern. Rich woods, wrought iron, etched glass,
skins, and lush fabrics are used to create a variety of furnishings that look straight off showroom
floors from eras past and present. Her self-taught techniques lend her creations realism and a
finish that’s difficult to duplicate in 1:12 scale, and yet she manages to pull it all together with true
panache.Born in Logroño, Spain, Desirée was always attracted to the world of art but, with little
opportunity in the region for a career in art, she settled for degrees in business administration
and computer science. Through the years she lived two lives, working during the day at
administrative tasks, and in the evenings escaping into the world of art. “I took classes in
drawing, painting, fashion design, industrial and graphic arts, jewelry making, and mosaics.”
Later she practiced her skills designing scenes and costumes for local theatre companies and,
for a time, even marketing a line of clothing she designed, made, and sold on consignment in
haute couture boutiques.But it was while researching mosaics in a local bookstore that Desirée
discovered her calling. “In one of the bookcases a magazine called to me. It was Miniaturas, the
Spanish miniature magazine. I stared at it and knew that I had finally found what I had been
looking for all my life.” Here was an artistic expression that spoke to her, filling her with such
excitement that she rushed home to her studio and set to work.Her first attempt was a pair of
1:12-scale natural skin shoes, the results far from pleasing but nevertheless inspiring Desirée to
persevere. Studying the work of other miniature artists, poring through interior design books and
magazines, and studying furniture history, she assembled and disassembled the pieces she
made as she perfected her techniques. While undergoing this intense self-education she used
her business skills to study the market. In order to have a full-time career as a miniature artist,
she would need to specialize in a field not already dominated by others.“I observed that there
was not a great supply of sofas and armchairs so I decided this would be my area of expertise,”
Desirée explains. For more than two years she dedicated her free hours to the study of the
design, construction, and upholstery of fine furniture. She practiced dozens of different
upholstering techniques until she had mastered ultimate realism in look, feel, and scale. When
she was ready to launch her line of miniature furniture, collectors and retailers embraced her



work enthusiastically and Desirée left the corporate world behind. Now, in her well-lit workshop
lined with shelves, boxes, and drawers filled with an infinite supply of materials, Desirée often
spends 8–10 hours a day creating pieces to stock her online catalogue or crafting custom
furniture for a growing list of clientele. Her workshop is filled with power and manual tools both
full size and mini. A 20-minute walk from her apartment in Logroño, Desirée’s 172-square-foot
studio is located in a building owned by her family. Like all woodworking shops, it’s filled with the
essence of fresh-cut lumber. “Normally I use pine wood to construct the frames of my sofas and
armchairs, with primarily cherry wood for the visible elements. For leather upholstery I use the
skins of lamb or kid that I work until they are thin and fine. Upholstery fabrics are cotton, silk, or
any fine weave that adjusts to the scale and piece I am making.” Rarely does she spend less
than 40–50 hours on a single item.In the beginning she enjoyed leisure hours creating
miniatures she had seen in magazines, books, and on the Internet and placing them in custom
room boxes she calls “atmospheres.” In 1999 she created a miniature Spanish writing desk
(circa 1900) of mahogany with glass doors engraved by hand with a diamond stylus and with
silver knobs and silver ironwork. Pleased with the result, Desirée built a library room box filled
with warm colors, rich leather, and wood that invite a mini reader to sit awhile in the cozy corner,
sunlight streaming through the window overlooking the garden. Other atmospheres followed: a
Mediterranean boudoir, a Riviera Salon, and a high-end interior design shop featuring Desirée’s
own hand-crafted items. For a client commission, she crafted a reproduction of his law office; for
another, a child’s nursery. From design to construction, electrification, needlepoint carpets,
furniture, artwork, books, and accessories—Desirée did it all.But atmospheres were time-
consuming and, as orders for her sofas, armchairs, and other pieces mounted, Desirée no
longer had the luxury to create her own scenes, concentrating instead on commissions from
others. Desirée loves the challenge of a custom piece based upon a particular style, era, or
photograph. With meticulous attention to detail, her pieces authentically reflect the styles of their
respective periods and countries of origin. Her clients span the globe: the US, UK, France,
Spain, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, and the Middle East. One recent commission, an
elaborate 1:12-scale silk and wood divan trimmed in tassels, was fashioned after one a client
saw featured in a photo with 1920s movie star Rudolf Valentino. The banquette epitomizes the
opulence of the Roaring Twenties. More recent work includes miniature reproductions of Roche
Bobois, a Paris-based furniture studio specializing in an amalgam of European modern and
French Country. Desirée is also upholstering a series of pieces using exaggerated fabrics
designed by Spanish artisan Carmen López in Chinoiseries that reflects an Oriental theme
through use of elaborate decoration and intricate patterns. Her latest tables combine wrought
iron, marble, and leather to create stunning masterpieces. There’s also a part of Desirée that’s a
walk on the wild side! Her Artist pieces, inspired by nature, the animal world, and the work of
Paris full-scale furniture designer Michel Haillard, are imaginative contrivances of fur, skins, and
horns. An example of African tribal thrones, “they represent fake ethnology and an imaginary
tribal universe.” These pieces are visually startling after so much sophistication. In November



2007 Desirée exhibited her work for the first time at Tom Bishop’s Madrid, Spain Dolls House
Miniature Fair, and the response from shoppers was overwhelming. As news of her work grew,
she received additional invitations to miniature shows around the world. With a backlog of
commissions, Desirée has become one of Spain’s preeminent miniature artists. So take a walk
through her online showroom and marvel at her versatility and creative genius. Like me, your
biggest problem will be deciding which piece to buy!Chapter OneThe Lady in SpainBy Deb
WeisslerSpanish interior design shares a common thread with its Mediterranean neighbors, with
whom it has shared architecture and craftsmanship for centuries. Spanish furniture shares
design elements with French Country, Tuscan, and Moroccan styles; warm wood, rich colors,
and elements of stone, leather, and wrought iron typify the region. No miniature artist has
captured the looks of this international potpourri better than Spanish artist Desirée
Lafuente.Desirée’s furniture appeals to a vast range of collectors. One look at her online
catalogue and you’ll spot an array of national styles: comfy, cushioned English-style armchairs;
Caribbean rattan; Danish modern; silk French settees; American and European art deco;
European Colonial; and sleek mid-century modern. Rich woods, wrought iron, etched glass,
skins, and lush fabrics are used to create a variety of furnishings that look straight off showroom
floors from eras past and present. Her self-taught techniques lend her creations realism and a
finish that’s difficult to duplicate in 1:12 scale, and yet she manages to pull it all together with true
panache.Born in Logroño, Spain, Desirée was always attracted to the world of art but, with little
opportunity in the region for a career in art, she settled for degrees in business administration
and computer science. Through the years she lived two lives, working during the day at
administrative tasks, and in the evenings escaping into the world of art. “I took classes in
drawing, painting, fashion design, industrial and graphic arts, jewelry making, and mosaics.”
Later she practiced her skills designing scenes and costumes for local theatre companies and,
for a time, even marketing a line of clothing she designed, made, and sold on consignment in
haute couture boutiques.But it was while researching mosaics in a local bookstore that Desirée
discovered her calling. “In one of the bookcases a magazine called to me. It was Miniaturas, the
Spanish miniature magazine. I stared at it and knew that I had finally found what I had been
looking for all my life.” Here was an artistic expression that spoke to her, filling her with such
excitement that she rushed home to her studio and set to work.Her first attempt was a pair of
1:12-scale natural skin shoes, the results far from pleasing but nevertheless inspiring Desirée to
persevere. Studying the work of other miniature artists, poring through interior design books and
magazines, and studying furniture history, she assembled and disassembled the pieces she
made as she perfected her techniques. While undergoing this intense self-education she used
her business skills to study the market. In order to have a full-time career as a miniature artist,
she would need to specialize in a field not already dominated by others.“I observed that there
was not a great supply of sofas and armchairs so I decided this would be my area of expertise,”
Desirée explains. For more than two years she dedicated her free hours to the study of the
design, construction, and upholstery of fine furniture. She practiced dozens of different



upholstering techniques until she had mastered ultimate realism in look, feel, and scale. When
she was ready to launch her line of miniature furniture, collectors and retailers embraced her
work enthusiastically and Desirée left the corporate world behind. Now, in her well-lit workshop
lined with shelves, boxes, and drawers filled with an infinite supply of materials, Desirée often
spends 8–10 hours a day creating pieces to stock her online catalogue or crafting custom
furniture for a growing list of clientele. Her workshop is filled with power and manual tools both
full size and mini. A 20-minute walk from her apartment in Logroño, Desirée’s 172-square-foot
studio is located in a building owned by her family. Like all woodworking shops, it’s filled with the
essence of fresh-cut lumber. “Normally I use pine wood to construct the frames of my sofas and
armchairs, with primarily cherry wood for the visible elements. For leather upholstery I use the
skins of lamb or kid that I work until they are thin and fine. Upholstery fabrics are cotton, silk, or
any fine weave that adjusts to the scale and piece I am making.” Rarely does she spend less
than 40–50 hours on a single item.In the beginning she enjoyed leisure hours creating
miniatures she had seen in magazines, books, and on the Internet and placing them in custom
room boxes she calls “atmospheres.” In 1999 she created a miniature Spanish writing desk
(circa 1900) of mahogany with glass doors engraved by hand with a diamond stylus and with
silver knobs and silver ironwork. Pleased with the result, Desirée built a library room box filled
with warm colors, rich leather, and wood that invite a mini reader to sit awhile in the cozy corner,
sunlight streaming through the window overlooking the garden. Other atmospheres followed: a
Mediterranean boudoir, a Riviera Salon, and a high-end interior design shop featuring Desirée’s
own hand-crafted items. For a client commission, she crafted a reproduction of his law office; for
another, a child’s nursery. From design to construction, electrification, needlepoint carpets,
furniture, artwork, books, and accessories—Desirée did it all.But atmospheres were time-
consuming and, as orders for her sofas, armchairs, and other pieces mounted, Desirée no
longer had the luxury to create her own scenes, concentrating instead on commissions from
others. Desirée loves the challenge of a custom piece based upon a particular style, era, or
photograph. With meticulous attention to detail, her pieces authentically reflect the styles of their
respective periods and countries of origin. Her clients span the globe: the US, UK, France,
Spain, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, and the Middle East. One recent commission, an
elaborate 1:12-scale silk and wood divan trimmed in tassels, was fashioned after one a client
saw featured in a photo with 1920s movie star Rudolf Valentino. The banquette epitomizes the
opulence of the Roaring Twenties. More recent work includes miniature reproductions of Roche
Bobois, a Paris-based furniture studio specializing in an amalgam of European modern and
French Country. Desirée is also upholstering a series of pieces using exaggerated fabrics
designed by Spanish artisan Carmen López in Chinoiseries that reflects an Oriental theme
through use of elaborate decoration and intricate patterns. Her latest tables combine wrought
iron, marble, and leather to create stunning masterpieces. There’s also a part of Desirée that’s a
walk on the wild side! Her Artist pieces, inspired by nature, the animal world, and the work of
Paris full-scale furniture designer Michel Haillard, are imaginative contrivances of fur, skins, and



horns. An example of African tribal thrones, “they represent fake ethnology and an imaginary
tribal universe.” These pieces are visually startling after so much sophistication. In November
2007 Desirée exhibited her work for the first time at Tom Bishop’s Madrid, Spain Dolls House
Miniature Fair, and the response from shoppers was overwhelming. As news of her work grew,
she received additional invitations to miniature shows around the world. With a backlog of
commissions, Desirée has become one of Spain’s preeminent miniature artists. So take a walk
through her online showroom and marvel at her versatility and creative genius. Like me, your
biggest problem will be deciding which piece to buy!
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miniatures for you to make, with easy step by step instructions. How to make Ye Olde Antique
Corner: A collection of dolls house miniatures for you to make, with easy step by step
instructions. How to make Ye Olde Art Studio: A collection of Dolls House miniatures for you to
make, with easy step by step instructions.
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Marilynn Dingman, “Furniture in Miniature. This is a good book if you are into miniatures and
making the furniture and decorating your miniature house. The pictures are good, but the
directions to make things are rather primitive.”

Louise Hall, “I love this. Cutest little book! I recommend this for anyone who loves making
dollhouses and furniture. I'll give it 5 stars for a clear step by step guide on how to make
everything you see in the book.”

Mary, “Mary. This book had a nice balance of info on miniature furniture,plans and was
inspirational. I can't wait try my hand at making period miniature furniture.”

The book by Conrad Barski has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 10 people have provided feedback.
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